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Abstract. In order to satisfy the design requirements of diversified seedling transplanting mechanisms, this pa-
per carried out systematic research on the creation method of planetary gear train mechanisms for transplanting
based on the graph theory and the structural and functional characteristics of the transplanting gear train so as
to establish a complete configuration atlas of a transplanting gear train. The structure and transmission ratio
constraints of the planetary gear train for transplanting are established on the basis of the displacement graph of
the planetary gear train. Selection methods for the planetary gear train rack, input, and output components are
also proposed. The classification of three types of planetary gear trains is introduced by analysing the motion
characteristics of the seedling transplanting mechanism, which realizes the systematic screening and classifica-
tion of the double planet carrier gear train (DPGT) configuration. A total of 528 DPGTs, which are suitable for
transplanting, including 3 five-bar, 13 six-bar, 92 seven-bar, and 420 eight-bar DPGTs are obtained. The problem
of the single planet carrier transplanting mechanism not satisfying the requirements of a diversified transplanting
trajectory is solved.

1 Introduction

The seedling transplanting mechanism used in the transplant-
ing machine is the core mechanism for simulating manual
transplanting to complete picking, carrying, adjusting pos-
ture, planting, and other series of actions. Its working per-
formance directly affects the quality of seedling transplant-
ing. Therefore, in the design of the transplanting mechanism,
the selection of the mechanism type that matches the agro-
nomic requirements of seedling transplanting is the basis of
the ideal trajectory, posture, and action required for seedling
transplanting. Creating different transplanting mechanisms is
often necessary due to the varieties and complexities of the
seedling types and agronomic requirements (Zhang et al.,
2013). However, this innovative design of personalized trans-
planting mechanisms is lacking in the research of seedling
transplanting mechanisms. The existing gear train transplant-
ing mechanism cannot satisfy the requirements of the differ-

ent transplanting operations through dimensional optimiza-
tion, thereby affecting the relevant research of seedling trans-
planting mechanisms.

Seedling transplanters can be divided into semi-automatic
and automatic transplanters according to the automation
level. The semi-automatic transplanters generally adopt a
manual feeding operation and complete the planting opera-
tion with their transplanting mechanism. However, the au-
tomatic transplanters adopt a set or multiple sets of mech-
anisms to complete the feeding, carrying, and planting of
seedlings and other series of transplanting actions. The au-
tomatic transplanters became the development direction of
seedling transplanters (Yu et al., 2014) due to the advantages
of high efficiency and stable transplanting quality. At present,
the transplanting mechanism used in all types of transplanters
mainly adopts multi-bar and gear train types (Xu, 2019). The
multi-bar mechanism can obtain more transplanting trajecto-
ries through parameter optimization. However, the problems
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of high vibration and low operating efficiency exist due to the
structural limitations of the linkage mechanism (Sun et al.,
2019; for example, the vegetable pot seedling transplanting
in a dry field is less than 50 plants per row per minute), which
cannot satisfy the requirements of large field transplanting.

The planetary gear train mechanism has been widely used
in seedling transplanting mechanisms due to its symmetri-
cal structure, stable rotation, and efficient operation (Zhang
et al., 2013). Yin et al. (2012) adopted a single planet car-
rier gear train by optimizing the centre distance of the gear,
thereby realizing the large spacing transplanting of carpet
seedlings by differential transmission. Zhu et al. (2014) pro-
posed a new single planet carrier gear train transplanting
mechanism by introducing a non-circular bevel gear into the
helical staggered elliptic gear train and combining a rea-
sonable transmission mode and sequence of spatial non-
circular gear. The transplanting mechanism suitable for high-
speed and wide–narrow distance is obtained through human–
computer interaction optimization. Yu et al. (2012) presented
a four-bar single planet carrier gear train by introducing el-
liptic gears and incomplete gear transmission to obtain veg-
etable pot seedling transplanting trajectories. Subsequently,
Yu et al. (2013) presented another single planet carrier gear
train with a concave and convex locking arc to obtain a spe-
cial transmission ratio for rice pot seedling transplanting.
Nevertheless, these transplanting mechanisms generally have
a single configuration (single planet carrier gear train mech-
anism) with simple trajectory shapes. Although they have
achieved favourable efficiency in the transplanting of rice
carpet seedlings (400 plants per row per minute), they do not
perform effectively in the application of pot seedling trans-
planting mechanisms with more complex trajectories. Com-
promising the continuity of gear transmission is often neces-
sary to obtain the transmission ratio required for a particular
trajectory and posture (Ye et al., 2017).

The double planet carrier gear train (DPGT) transplanting
mechanism was gradually proposed considering the trans-
planting trajectories and postures. Takeyama (2007) adopted
a five-bar DPGT, realizing the action of picking seedling and
the posture of pushing seedlings. Sun et al. (2017b) pro-
posed a non-uniform spatial planetary gear train by introduc-
ing non-circular gear and helical gear into a seven-bar DPGT.
It achieved narrow–wide row spacing rice pot seedling trans-
planting with a complex spatial eight-shaped trajectory. Sun
et al. (2019) proposed a design method of double planet car-
rier vegetable pot seedling transplanting mechanism based on
an accurate four position set-up. A 3R (three revolute joints)
solving model was established by considering the trajectory
and transplanting arm posture. However, the innovative de-
sign of the existing double planet carrier transplanting mech-
anism mainly relies on the experience, intuition, and the trial
mode of the designer but lacks a systematic design theory
and method.

A suitable configuration is very difficult to find directly
from the gear train atlas. Functional mechanism synthesis

based on graph theory is an effective method for innova-
tive mechanism design. For example, Chen (2020) proposed
the screening conditions of a gear-train-type remote centre
of motion mechanism by analysing the two-colour planetary
gear train graph. The atlas of the virtual centre gear train
with the potential of the remote centre of motion mecha-
nism was obtained. Ding et al. (2012) obtained an innova-
tive 11-bar 2 degrees of freedom (DOF) rode tractor by com-
bining two six-bar 1 DOF mechanisms, which are similar to
the existing mechanisms. Hu et al. (2013) synthesized the
topological atlas of the foldable mechanism by analysing the
topological characteristics of the foldable mechanism, and
kinematic characteristics analysis and a motion performance
evaluation of the configuration were carried out. Chen et
al. (2018) analysed the topological synthesis graph of the mo-
tion chain for crank–rocker separation mechanism by a gen-
eralized processing method based on theoretical optimiza-
tion conditions and a topological regeneration path design.
In total, six topology graphs satisfying the design require-
ments of high pair kinematic chains were obtained, and the
mechanism diagrams of separated kinematic chains were de-
signed based on the basic chain topology design method. Xu
et al. (2011) obtained the topological structure of the existing
sofa bed by analysing its structure. The kinematic chain of
eight links was obtained based on graph theory. The system-
atic creation method to obtain different configurations with
the same function was proposed. Zhang et al. (2015) synthe-
sized the configuration of fixed-axle gear train through the
morphological analysis method and obtained the configura-
tion scheme of an electrified mechanical transmission. The
feasibility constraints and consistency conditions were de-
fined by analysing the structure and function of EMT (elec-
trified mechanical transmission), and the layout schemes and
operating modes of various configurations were solved. Fi-
nally, a scheme meeting the structural and functional require-
ments was synthesized.

In the innovative design of the gear train transplanting
mechanism, Liu (2017) proposed 1 DOF and 2 DOF screen-
ing criteria of a planetary gear train based on the double-
colour graph. A total of 63 double-colour graphs of up to
six-bars that satisfied the transplanting requirements were
obtained. Xu (2019) presented a planetary gear train single-
colour graph synthesis method based on the contracted graph
interpolation point method. The planetary gear train double-
colour graph was enumerated based on the single-colour
graph. Finally, the planetary gear train for the transplanting
mechanism was screened. However, these methods require
human intervention in the reverse output transmission ratio
analysis. The synthesized results of the available planetary
gear train configurations were less than those of the six bar.
In addition, the problem of the omission of applicable con-
figurations exists.

Therefore, the automatic screening and creation method of
the DPGT transplanting mechanism based on the adjacency
matrix and functional constraints is carried out. A complete
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transplanting mechanism configuration atlas that satisfies the
requirements of the diversified transplanting mechanism de-
sign is established.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the basic concepts of graph theory. Sec-
tion 3 analyses the motion characteristics of the DPGT for
transplanting. Section 4 proposes the creation constraints
of DPGT transplanting mechanisms, including the structure
constraints and transmission ratio constraints. The calcula-
tion method of the transmission ratio is introduced. The
mechanism, which satisfies the constraints, is classified. Sec-
tion 5 presents practical examples to verify the creation re-
sults. Section 6 presents the conclusion.

2 Basic concepts

2.1 Labelled rotation graph and displacement graph

According to the representation of the gear train in graph
theory (Yang et al., 2018), the Simpson gear train mecha-
nism shown in Fig. 1a can be represented as labelled rotation
graph (r graph), as shown in Fig. 1b. The solid vertex repre-
sents a component, the solid edge represents a revolute pair,
the dashed edge represents a gear pair, the letters associated
with the solid edges represent the position of the revolute
pairs, and the same letters represent the coaxial revolute pair.

The adjacency matrix for a labelled rotation graph is de-
fined as follows:

Ar =
[
aij

]
n×n
=


1 if vertex i is adjacency to vertex j

with a solid edge (revolute pair)
3 if vertex i is adjacency to vertex j

with a dashed edge (gear pair)
0 otherwise (including i = j )

,

(1)

where n is the number of vertices on the graph. The adja-
cency matrix of Fig. 1b can be represented as follows:

Ar =


0 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 3 3 0 0
1 3 0 1 3 0
1 3 1 0 1 1
0 0 3 1 0 3
0 0 0 1 3 0

 .

According to Yang et al. (2018), if all solid vertices with the
same level of edges are connected to a new common hollow
vertex, then a displacement graph (d graph) without pseudo-
isomorphism can be acquired. For example, Fig. 1c shows
a d graph derived from Fig. 1b. The solid edge associated
with the hollow vertex is represented by 2 to distinguish the
r graph and d graph. Then, the adjacency matrix of the graph

of Fig. 1c is as follows:

Ad =



0 1 0 0 0 0 2
1 0 3 3 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 3 0 2
0 3 0 0 1 0 2
0 0 3 1 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 3 0 2
2 0 2 2 0 2 0


.

2.2 Tree and basic loop

The contacted and undirected graph without loops is defined
as a tree. It is obtained from the d graph of the planetary gear
train by deleting all gear edges. The corresponding unique
basic loop is obtained by adding each gear edge to the tree.
The number of basic loops is equal to the number of gear
edges. All gear edges (dashed edges) of the Simpson gear
train d graph in Fig. 1c are deleted. Then, dashed edges
e23 e24 e35, and e56 are added successively to obtain four
basic loops, as shown in Fig. 2c–f, where f1 = [1,2,3,7],
f2 = [1,2,4,7], f3 = [3,5,4,7], f4 = [5,6,7,4].

2.3 Transfer vertex (planet carrier)

A transfer vertex exists in each basic loop. The solid vertex,
except in the gear vertices, is the transfer vertex of the pair
of gears. As shown in Fig. 2a, the basic loop f1 = [1,2,3,7]
has three solid vertices (1, 2, and 3), where vertices 2 and 3
represent gears, and vertex 1 is the transfer vertex of gears 2
and 3. The basic structure of a gear train G1 = (2,3)(1) can
be obtained.

3 Analysis of the movement characteristics of gear
trains for transplanting

Figure 3 shows a DPGT transplanting mechanism
(Takeyama, 2007) which is used for the integrated trans-
planting of vegetable pot seedlings in dry land.

The gear train on one side of the rotational centre can be
used to describe the working principle of the mechanism be-
cause of its symmetrical characteristic. Figure 3b shows the
mechanism diagram of a single-side gear train. The mecha-
nism selects component 2 as the rack, component 1 (the first
planet carrier) as the input component, and component 8 as
the output component. Components 3 and 4 are meshed with
component 2. Component 5 is meshed with components 3
and 7. Component 6 (the second planet carrier) is meshed
with component 4. Component 8 is meshed with compo-
nent 7. The planting arm is fixed to component 8. The trans-
planting trajectory is determined by the endpoint of the plant-
ing arm. When the first planet carrier rotates anticlockwise,
the seedling paw on the planting arm picks and extracts the
pot seedling from the pot tray and then plants it in the land.
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Figure 1. (a) Simpson gear train mechanism diagram, (b) labelled rotation graph, and (c) displacement graph.

Figure 2. (a) The tree and basic loops of the Simpson gear train. (b) The tree of the Simpson gear train, (c) basic loop f1, (d) basic loop
f2, (e) basic loop f3, and (f) basic loop f4.

In accordance with the motion characteristics of the mech-
anism, the following functional characteristics can be sum-
marized to create a DPGT transplanting mechanism:

– C1. The rack should be the component with only the
gear function, and it should prioritize edge gears (only
mesh with one gear). Otherwise, no-load gears become
available. For example, in Fig. 3b, component 2 is se-
lected as the rack, and component 8 is selected as the
output. The no-load gear will not be generated.

– C2. After selecting the rack, the input component shall
select the component with the planet carrier function
and rotate with the same level rack. For example, com-
ponent 2 (gear) is the rack, component 1 (planet carrier)
is the input, and components 1 and 2 have the same level
revolute pair.

– C3. The output component shall rotate in reverse rota-
tion relative to the input component to facilitate the out-
put component to realize a single ring or no ring motion
trajectory (design requirement of transplanting trajec-
tory). The output component shall select a gear with-
out a planet carrier function. For example, if gear 2 is
selected as the rack, then input component 1 turns an-
ticlockwise, output component 8 turns clockwise, and
then the gear train has a reverse output characteristic.

– C4. The level of the revolute pairs of the output and in-
put components should be different.

4 Functional constraints of the mechanism creation

The functional characteristics of the mechanism can be re-
lated to the topological structure characteristics and transmis-
sion ratio law of the gear train. Therefore, the functional con-
straints of the mechanism creation of the DPGT transplanting
mechanism are proposed based on topological structure and
transmission ratio.

The overall constraints of the structure and transmission
ratio required by the gear train transplanting mechanism Fa
can be represented as follows:

Fa = (F1&F2&F3&F4)&(F5&F6) , (2)

where F1, F2 , F3, and F4 are structural constraints, and F5
and F6 are transmission ratio constraints. This finding indi-
cates that the DPGT satisfies the basic motion requirements
of the transplanting mechanism since it satisfies the structure
and transmission ratio constraint conditions.

4.1 Structural constraint conditions

The meshing forms of the gears include internal meshing and
external meshing. All the gears in the gear train adopt exter-
nal meshing, considering the consistency requirement of the
transmission gear (the pitch curve lengths of the meshed gear
pairs are the same). Figure 4 shows an example to show the
establishment of constraints.

– S1. The constraint conditions of the rack include select-
ing the component with only the gear function as the
rack, without generating no-load gear.
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Figure 3. DPGT transplanting mechanism. (a) Transplanting mechanism schematic diagram. (b) Mechanism diagram.

Figure 4. Double planet carrier gear train. (a) The d graph, (b) mechanism diagram, and (c) the adjacency matrix of the d graph.

– Discussion 1. If component 5 is selected as the rack,
then the gear train degenerates into a single planet car-
rier gear train. The fifth-row element in the adjacency
matrix has three non-zero numbers (1, 2, and 3), where
elements 1 and 2 indicate that component 5 is con-
nected with two gears at different levels by revolute
pairs. Component 5 is a planet carrier, according to the
representation of the d graph. Thus, the corresponding
component of the row only has the gear function when
only elements 1 and 3 or 2 and 3 appear in a row of
the adjacency matrix. When selecting component 5 as
a rack, then there are two elements (1 or 2). Therefore,
components 5 and 6 cannot be selected as a rack.

– Discussion 2. Edge gears 1 and 4 are output components
if gears 2 or 3 are selected as the rack. One of the edge
gears must be a no-load gear because the transplanting
mechanism has only one output. Hence, the condition
that components 2 and 3 are used as the rack is not ten-
able.

– Discussion 3. If edge gear 1 is selected as the rack and
component 4 as the output, or component 4 as the rack
and component 1 as the output, then the gear train does
not have a no-load gear, and the corresponding row ele-
ment of the component in the adjacency matrix satisfies

the condition of rack selection. Therefore, components
1 and 4 have the potential to be selected as the rack.

The constraints of the rack selection of the d graph are
defined as follows:

F1 : ∃0 < i < n, Ad (nrack, i)= 1∨ 2, s.t.Ni < 2, (3)

where Ad is the adjacency matrix of the planetary gear train
d graph, nrack is the number of the rack vertex, and Ni is the
number of elements 1 or 2 in the rack row. The constraint F1
shows that the number of elements 1 or 2 in the rack row is
less than two.

– S2. The constraint conditions of the input component
are considered to select the vertex connected to the rack
vertex by revolute pairs. The input and the rack must
be connected by the same level of revolute pairs be-
cause the input component of the transplanting mech-
anism should be able to turn around the entire rack.

– Discussion 1. The basic structure, consisting of vertices
1, 2, and 6 is expressed as G= (1,2)(6), where the two
numbers in the first set of parentheses represent mesh-
ing gears 1 and 2. The number 6 in the second set of
parentheses represents the planet carrier that constrains
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the gear centre distance. In this basic structure, compo-
nent 6 is connected to component 1 by a revolute pair.
According to constraints on the rack, if gear 1 is de-
termined as the rack, then component 6, which has the
planet carrier function, can be selected as the input.

– Discussion 2. Similarly, in the basic structure G2 =

(3,4)(5), gear 4 can be selected as the rack, and planet
carrier 5 can be selected as the input component.

Therefore, in the basic structure, the constraints on the in-
put component are defined as follows:

F2 : ∃G=
(
ni,nj

)
(nk) , nrack = ni ∨ nj , s.t.nin = nk, (4)

where nin is the number of the input component, and ni

and nj represent the number of the two gears of the basic
structure. nk represents the planet carrier of the two gears.
Therefore, the input component can be directly determined
by Eq. (4) after the rack is determined.

– S3. The constraint conditions of the output component
are as follows. First, the gear without the planet car-
rier function should be selected as the output compo-
nent. The no-load gear does not exist. The following
conditions should be satisfied to allow the transplant-
ing mechanism to obtain a reasonable motion trajectory,
that is, the output component must rotate in the opposite
direction of the input component when the input com-
ponent makes a full rotation.

– Discussion 1. Component 5 has a planet carrier function
and cannot be used as an output component.

– Discussion 2. Gear 1 is selected as the rack, compo-
nent 6 as the input component, and gears 2 or 3 as the
output component; this condition is infeasible because
no-load gear 4 is generated.

– Discussion 3. Gear 1 is selected as the rack, compo-
nent 6 as the input component, and gear 4 as the output
component. There is no generation of a no-load gear.
Therefore, gear 4 satisfies the constraint conditions of
the output component.

Therefore, the constraints on the output component in the
adjacency matrix can be expressed as follows:

F3 : ∃0 < j < n,Ad (nout,j )

= 1∨ 2, s.t.Nj < 2∃0 < k < n (k 6= nrack,nout) ,∑
Ad (k, :)= 4∨ 5, s.t.Nk = 0, (5)

where nout is the number of the output component, Nj is the
number of elements 1 or 2 in an output row, and Nk is the
number of the row in which the elements add up to 4 or 5.
The constraint F3 indicates that the number of elements 1
or 2 in the output row is less than two, and the number of
components, except the rack and output that elements add up
to 4 or 5, should be equal to zero.

– S4. The constraint conditions of the different levels of
rotation axis of input and output components. The ro-
tation axis of the output component should realize the
full rotation relative to the axis of the rack. If the output
component and the rack are at the same level, then the
output and input components rotate coaxially; thus, the
diversified transplanting trajectory design requirements
are unsatisfied.

In Fig. 4, the solid vertices are divided according to their
levels. The six solid vertices can be divided into three lev-
els La = [1,3,5,6], Lb = [2,6], and Lc = [4,5]. Assuming
that component 1 is selected as the rack and component 4 as
the output component with different levels of the two com-
ponents 4 and 1 (component 1 belongs to the level La, and
component 4 belongs to the level Lc), the selection of the
input and output components is reasonable.

Therefore, the constraints of the different levels of input
and output components can be expressed as follows:

F4 : nout ∈ La, nrack ∈ Lb, a 6= b, (6)

where La and Lb indicate the number set of vertices in the
same level.

In the mechanism creation, part of the results of the trans-
mission path of gear train Pi = [nrack,nin,nout] can be ob-
tained using these constraint conditions. The complete trans-
mission path selection of the gear train can be obtained by
exchanging the rack and output component and determining
the input component again based on constraint S3. Accord-
ing to this process, the entire transmission path of the planet
gear train shown in Fig. 4 are as follows: P1 = [4,1,5], and
P2 = [5,6,4].

4.2 Transmission ratio constraint conditions

– S5. All the gear ratios should be included in the trans-
mission ratio equations of the output and input com-
ponents. As shown in Fig. 4, the planetary gear train
has four pairs of gears, namely g1 = [1,2], g2 = [2,3],
g3 = [3,4], and g4 = [2,5], and the corresponding gear
transmission ratios are N21, N32, N43, and N52. After se-
lecting the rack, input, and output components, the ratio
of the angular velocity of the output component to the
input component is the total transmission ratio. For ex-
ample, ω1/ω5 (component 1 relative to component 5)
contains the complete gear ratio of the gear train. Thus,
the gear train is considered to satisfy the requirements
of all gears in the transmission. This condition can be
expressed as follows:

F5 : ∀Ad-u (i,j )= 3, s.t. Nji ∈N, (7)

where Ad-u is the upper triangular adjacency matrix of
the d graph, Nji is the transmission ratio of vertices i

and j , and N is the set of all gear ratios in the total
transmission ratio.
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Figure 5. Basic structure of a planetary gear train.

– S6. The total gear transmission ratio is between 0 and 1.
As shown in Fig. 4, when component 4 is selected as the
rack and components 5 and 1 as input and output, re-
spectively, then the total transmission ratio of gear train
is ω1

ω5
=

N32−N52+N32N43−N21N32N43N52
N32−N52

. The total trans-
mission ratio can satisfy the condition equal to zero due
to the existence of the minus sign in the equation. The
condition can be expressed as follows:

F6 : ∃Nji ∈N+, s.t. ωout/ωin = 1∨ 0, (8)

where ωout and ωin represent the angular velocity of the
output and the input components, respectively.

4.3 Calculation method of the transmission ratio

As defined by the basic structure, the number of the basic
structures is equal to the number of gear edges in the d graph,
and each basic structure can construct an equation between
the gear angular velocity and the transmission ratio.

As shown in Fig. 5, components i and j are gears, and
component k is a planet carrier. A basic structure is consti-
tuted by components i, j , and k. The tangential velocity of
the meshing points is the same, and the transmission ratio of
the basic structure is defined as follows (Tsai, 2000):

ωi −ωk =±Nji

(
ωj −ωk

)
, (9)

where ωi , ωj , and ωk represent the angular velocities of com-
ponents i, j , and k. Nji is the transmission ratio of gears j

and i. The plus sign is considered if the gear is an internal
meshing, and minus sign is considered if the gear is an exter-
nal meshing.

As shown in Fig. 4a, the gear train has four gear edges,
and the gear train has four basic structures, namely G1 =

(1,2)(6), G2 = (2,3)(6), G3 = (2,5)(6), and G4 = (3,4)(5).
The motion equations of the basic structures are established,
and the transmission ratio equations of the entire planetary
gear train can be obtained as follows:

ω1−ω6 =−N21 (ω2−ω6)
ω2−ω6 =−N32 (ω3−ω6)
ω2−ω6 =−N52 (ω5−ω6)
ω3−ω5 =−N43 (ω4−ω5)

. (10)

Equation (10) is sorted out as follows (Wang et al., 2019):

[1 N21 0 0 0 −(N21+1)
0 1 N32 0 0 −(N32+1)
0 1 0 0 N52 −(N52+1)
0 0 1 N43 −(N43+1) 0

]


ω1
ω2
ω3
ω4
ω5
ω6

= 0. (11)

If component 4 is selected as the rack, then the angular veloc-
ity of vertex 4 ω4 = 0. The column corresponding to vertex
4 in the coefficient matrix and the row corresponding to the
angular velocity matrix from Eq. (11) are removed, and the
following equation can be obtained:

[1 N21 0 0 −(N21+1)
0 1 N32 0 −(N32+1)
0 1 0 N52 −(N52+1)
0 0 1 −(N43+1) 0

]
ω1
ω2
ω3
ω5
ω6

= 0. (12)

Equation (12) solved N×ω = 0, and the angular velocity
matrix ω is calculated as follows:

ω =


ω1
ω2
ω3
ω5
ω6

=


N32−N52+N32N43−N21N32N43N52
N32−N52+N32N43

N32−N52+N32N43−N21N32N43N52
N32−N52+N32N43
(N32−N52)(N43+1)
N32−N52+N32N43

(N32−N52)
N32−N52+N32N43

1

 . (13)

In Fig. 4b, component 4 is selected as the rack, compo-
nent 5 as the input, and component 1 as the output. The total
transmission ratio of the planetary gear train is calculated as
follows:

ω1

ω5
=

N32−N52+N32N43−N21N32N43N52

N32−N52
. (14)

4.4 Classification of an applicable planetary gear train

After the transmission path of a DPGT is determined, the
three types of DPGT can be summarized by analysing the
motion form of the output component. It is convenient for
selecting an appropriate gear train in practical applications.

– Case 1. The rack and output component only have dif-
ferent levels. The output motion form of this type of
DPGT consists of the rotation of the second planet car-
rier around the rack axis, the output component around
the second planet carrier, and the output around itself.
As shown in Fig. 6, vertex 5 is selected as the rack,
vertex 3 as the input, and vertex 6 as the output. Then,
the motion form of vertex 6 is composed of three mo-
tion types (the circular motion of component 3 around
the rotating axis of component 5, the circular motion of
component 4 around the rotating axis of component 3,
and its own rotation).
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– Case 2. The output component and the rack belong to
different planet carriers. However, the rack and the out-
put component planet carrier have the same level, or the
output component and the rack planet carrier have the
same level. The output motion of this type of DPGT
consists of the rotation of the output around the rack
and the rotation of the output. The second planet carrier
no longer generates a full rotation of the output and only
changes the rotation of the output. As shown in Fig. 4,
vertex 4 is selected as the rack, vertex 5 as the input,
and vertex 1 as the output. The motion form of vertex 1
consists of the circular motion around the rotation axis
of component 4 and its own rotation.

– Case 3. When selecting different components as rack,
input, and output for the same gear train, Cases 1 and 2
appear in the same gear train. As shown in Fig. 7, the
transmission path P1 = [2,6,3] belongs to Case 2, and
the transmission path P2 = [1,7,6] belongs to Case 1.

4.5 Creation steps

The constraints and classification of the DPGT are deter-
mined, and Fig. 6 illustrates the creation process of a DPGT
according to the process shown in Fig. 8.

– Step 1. A d graph adjacency matrix of a DPGT is se-
lected, as shown in Fig. 6a.

– Step 2. Basic loops are identified in the gear train.

– Step 2.1. Gear pairs (element 3) are determined in the
d graph upper triangular adjacency matrix, and the num-
bers of all gear pairs are recorded. The number of the
gear pairs are g1 = [1,4], g2 = [1,5], g3 = [2,3], and
g4 = [2,6].

– Step 2.2. All gear edges are removed and then added,
each in turn. The process starts at the first gear vertex
of the gear pair, and the revolute edge is identified un-
til the second gear vertex of the gear pair is returned
through the revolute edge to obtain the basic loop. As
shown in Fig. 6b, the basic loop of the gear train is
f1 = [1,4,3,1], f2 = [1,5,3,1], f3 = [2,3,4,2], and
f4 = [2,6,4,2].

– Step 3. The corresponding transfer vertices of gear pairs
are obtained by deleting the hollow vertices and gear
vertices in the basic loop. The basic structures of the
gear train shown in Fig. 6 are G1 = (1,4)(3), G2 =

(1,5)(3), G3 = (2,3)(4), and G4 = (2,6)(4).

– Step 4. The level of each gear axis is determined. Ac-
cording to the definition of the level of the d graph,
the gear level shown in Fig. 6 is as follows: La = [3,5],
Lb = [1,3], Lc = [3,4], Ld = [2,4], and Le = [4,6].

– Step 5. The rack, input, and output components of the
gear train are determined. One of the vertices is selected
as the rack. The input and output components are iden-
tified, and the transmission path is saved.

– Case 1. If the gear train has two edge gears, then the two
vertices must be the rack and output component.

– Case 2. If the gear train has one edge gear, then the ver-
tex must be the rack or output component. The gear train
shown in Fig. 6 has two edge vertices (vertices with only
one revolute edge and one gear edge), thereby satisfy-
ing Case 1. Vertex 6 is selected as the rack, vertex 5
as the output component, and transfer vertex 4 of ver-
tex 6 as the input component. The transmission path is
P1 = [6,4,5]. Vertex 5 is selected as the rack, vertex 6
as the output component, and the transfer vertex 3 of
vertex 5 as the input component. The transmission path
is P2 = [5,3,6].

– Step 6. The structure and transmission ratio are deter-
mined as being reasonable.

– Step 6.1. Select one transmission path. Whether the
level of the rack and output vertex is different or not
is determined. If not, then it is saved, and the next step
is performed. If yes, then the next path is selected, and
Step 6.1 is repeated. The level of rack 6 of path P1 is
different from that of the output component 5. The level
of rack 5 of path P2 is different from that of the output
component 6.

– Step 6.2. Whether the entire gear ratios are included in
the transmission ratio or not is determined. If all the gear
ratios are included, then the next step is performed. If
not, then the next path is selected, and Step 6.1 is re-
peated. The transmission ratios ω5/ω4 of path P1 and
ω6/ω3 of path P2 contain four sets of gear ratios.

– Step 6.3. The total transmission ratio of the transmission
path is calculated, and whether the transmission ratio
has a solution or not is determined. If a solution is ob-
tained, then the next step is performed. If not, then the
next path is selected, and Steps 6.1 and 6.2 are repeated.
The solutions for the transmission ratios ω5/ω4 of path
P1 and ω6/ω3 of path P2 are obtained.

– Step 6.4. All reasonable paths are saved. If reason-
able paths exist, then the gear train can be used for
transplanting, and the d graph adjacency matrix of the
gear train is saved. Finally, two reasonable paths P1 =

[6,4,5], P2 = [5,3,6] are obtained.

– Step 7. The appropriate gear train is classified. Paths P1
and P2 match the type in Case 1.
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Figure 6. Case 1 of the DPGT. (a) The adjacency matrix, (b) d graph, and (c) mechanism diagram.

Figure 7. Case 3 of the DPGT. (a) The adjacency matrix, (b) d graph, and (c) mechanism diagram.

Table 1. Creation results of the DPGT transplanting mechanism.

Number Total number Suitable Results of the
of of DPGTs for available literature
components (Cui et al., 2021) transplanting (Sun et al., 2017a)

4 3 0 0
5 13 3 3
6 81 13 12
7 645 92 New
8 6048 420 New

5 Results and analysis

5.1 Creation and classification results

The creation method proposed in the previous chapter is used
to create 1 DOF four- to eight-bar DPGT transplanting mech-
anisms. The specific results are shown in Table 1. The clas-
sified results are shown in Table 2. The results of the upper
triangular adjacency matrix are shown in Appendixes B to E.

5.2 Special case analysis

The proposed five-bar DPGT is the same as that in Sun
et al. (2017a). The DPGTs with seven and eight bars are
the new results. The creation results of the six-bar DPGT
have one more configuration. The d graph adjacency matrix,

Table 2. Classification of the DPGT.

Number of Creation Case Case Case
components results 1 2 3

4 0 0 0 0
5 3 3 0 0
6 13 10 3 0
7 92 54 31 7
8 420 266 139 15

the d graph, and the mechanism diagram of this DPGT are
shown in Fig. 9.

According to the creation constraints of Sect. 4, gear 4 can
be selected as the rack, component 1 as the input, compo-
nent 5 as the output or as the rack, component 1 as the in-
put, and component 4 as the output. The transmission paths
P1 = [4,1,5] and P2 = [5,1,4] are obtained. By calculating
the two transmission paths, the total transmission ratios are
obtained as follows:

ω5

ω1
=

N31N42−N32N42−N31N52+N32N52

−N52 (N31−N32)
,

ω4

ω1
=

N31N42−N32N42−N31N52+N32N52

N42 (N31−N32)
. (15)

Both paths comply with the transmission ratio constraints.
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Figure 8. Flowchart of the DPGT creation.

Figure 9. One more gear train. (a) The adjacency matrix, (b) d graph, and (c) mechanism diagram.
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Table 3. Verification of the creation results.

5.3 Verification

The configuration atlas of the DPGT transplanting mecha-
nism created and obtained is successfully used at present.
For example, Liao (2021) designed a five-bar DPGT flower
transplanting mechanism. Sun et al. (2017a) proposed a
six-bar DPGT pot seedling transplanting mechanism, Sun
et al. (2017b) presented a seven-bar wide–narrow rice pot
seedling transplanting mechanism, and Zhao et al. (2021)
presented an eight-bar DPGT potted flower transplanting
mechanism. The adjacency matrices, d graphs, mechanism
diagrams, and the kinematic trajectories are shown in Ta-
ble 3. At the same time, various suitable DPGT mechanisms
that can provide a feasible scheme for the innovative design
of diversified seedling transplanters are found.

6 Conclusion

The creation method of 1 DOF DPGT transplanting mech-
anism was proposed based on the functional constraints.
The structure and transmission ratio constraints based on the

d graph adjacency matrix of gear train were constructed.
Within the eight components of the DPGT, the automatic cre-
ation of the transplanting mechanism was realized. A total of
528 DPGTs, which are suitable for transplanting including
3 five-bar, 13 six-bar, 92 seven-bar, and 420 eight-bar con-
figurations were obtained for the first time. The transmission
paths for each available gear train configuration were pro-
vided. In addition, by analysing the motion form of the output
gear of the gear train, the DPGT configurations were divided
into three types. The classification results can facilitate the
selection of different types of seedling transplanting mecha-
nism designs. The complete available DPGT atlas within the
eight bar can provide various schemes for the rapid design of
diversified seedling transplanters.
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Appendix A: Nomenclature

DPGT Double planet carrier gear train
DOF Degree of freedom
r graph Labelled rotation graph
d graph Displacement graph
Ar The adjacency matrix of the labelled rotation graph
Ad The adjacency matrix of the displacement graph
eij The dashed edge connecting vertices i and j

f The basic loop of planetary gear train
G The basic structure of planetary gear train
F The constraint conditions
nrack The number of racks
nin The number of input components
nout The number of output components
Ni/Nj/Nk The number of the i, j and k

L The number set of vertices in the same level
P The transmission path of the gear train
g The pair of meshing gears
Nji The transmission ratio of gears j and i

N+ The set of positive numbers
ωin The angular velocity of the input component
ωout The angular velocity of the output component

Appendix B

Table B1. The complete database of 1 DOF five-bar DPGT.

Case 1:

100323300012020 1113330010 031023302010002

Case 2:

100323300012020

Appendix C

Table C1. The complete database of 1 DOF six-bar DPGT.

Case 1:

0310020330320000020000022020 0313020330020000020000002220 031102333020010000002 010102300123300032000

013303103110010 013300330100102002002 100012330000132302000 100012330000332102000

100032330000112302000 010102003123300032000

Case 2:

031002330020130000022 013300310300102002002 013300330100002002022
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Appendix D

Table D1. The complete database of 1 DOF seven-bar DPGT.

Case 1:

1303000003130203000
20000020000002220

0010002203010023300
20003003002000200

0100002203010023303
00000203002000200

0133000000330200003
22001200002002000

0133000030102100120
030302000

0133000030302100120
030102000

0133000031300000120
032102000

0133000033100000120
032002020

0303000203130000003
20000221020000020

0313000031300000320
012102000

0313000033100000320
012002020

0330002000010220301
02003023020000000

0330002000010220303
02001023020000000

0330000203130000001
20003200022002000

0331000031300000120
032102000

0330000203130000003
20001200022002000

0331000031300000320
012102000

0003102003003020031
22300200002000000

0001102003012033023
032000000

0013300030001200300
02003220020002000

0030102033100000033
20000020022000020

0030302033100000013
20000020022000020

0003102013300000030
22003200002000020

0100102031030333000
002012000

0100102033010333000
002002002

0130100000303200030
22300200002000020

0030102003103003030
20000020022000020

0030102031030303021
000012000

0130300013030131000
002002002

1000032003300003030
02000201022000020

3000012001300000333
20000220002002000

3000032001300003030
02000201022000020

3310000013000001120
032302000

3310000013000003320
012102000

3310000013000001120
002332000

0033002111302300300
000100002

0013002031112300320
000300000

0033002011132300120
000300000

0033002011312300320
000100000

0033002031112100320
000300000

0033002031132100120
000300000

1130103110100303000 30 0330002111032003003
000010020

0330002311012001003
000030020

0030102011312030323
000000000

1111130033030013000 00 0300302000301021300
00000220020302000

0111002003012303003
000000320

Case 2:

0030032030010023000
20030020022000020

0030032030030023000
20010020022000020

1303000003003203000
20000020020022020

3103000030002310020
130000022

3103000003003023000
02000200002022200

3301000010012300020
330002020

0133000013300000120
032002020

0133000000330020003
20000220020020020

0133000013300000320
012002020

0133000030102100020
030302002

0133000031300000120
032002020

0133000030302100020
030102002

0303002000030223000
02003201002000020

0313000013300000120
032002020

0303002003130000003
02000220002002200

0313000031300000320
012002020

0303000203310000003
20000220020020020

0331000000330020003
20000220020020020

0331000013300000320
012002020

0331000031300000120
032002020

0331000031300000320
012002020

0003102013030033021
002000002

0100102013030333000
002002002

0130300001303000300
02000220020002200

0310300003301000300
20000220002020020

3000032003100003010
02000203022000020

0033002113002300300
000100022

0113002031102300300
000300002

0130002311012003003
000030020

0030102111302030303
000000002

0011002003102303023
000000302

Case 3:

0303002003010023000
02000203002000220

1000032003300003300
02000200020022020

3000032001300003300
02000200020022020

0101002003012303003
002000320

0011002003112303023
000000300

0103002001012303003
002000320

0303002001012301003
002000320
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Appendix E

Table E1. Part database of 1 DOF eight-bar DPGT.

Case 1:

0330000200330000020000000
02030300200020200200 0022020000

0330000020330000002000302
00030020000022000020 0002202000

0330000203300130000000020
30002000220020002020

0300003200330000213030000
01020000200022000020

0300003200330000233010000
00020000200022020020

0303001200030032030000020
03020000020022002000

0303000200301000230030020
00020300020000020220

0303000200301030230000020
00020300020000022200

0303000200303030230000020
00020100020000022200

0303003200030012030000020
03020000020022002000

0033000200110023300020013
03000000022

0033000200011002033030200
00002300000000002220

0033000200011032033000200
00002300000000022020

0033000203001100230000200
00002330020000000220

0303001031333000000020100
20002000022

0303001003330000200000200
30020000200002022200

0133000000330300200003200
00020000200022020020

0303000200300110230003020
00020030020022000000

0313000000330300200003200
00020000200022020020

0130300003330000200100200
00020003200000022020

0330100033103300000020000
20112002000

3130000000030302003001200
00320000020022002000

3310000000300020300320001
21300002020

3310000000030302003003200
00120000020022002000

1330000000031302003000200
30020000020000002220

3310000000033302003000200
10020000020000002220

3030010000033030200001223
00002000200020002000

3030010000033002000001223
00320000020002020000

1330000000000132003030203
00020000020022000020

3130000000000332003010203
00020000020022000020

3300000200301100200030023
00020300020000000220

1330000000030102003030200
00320000020022000020

1300300003011023000023001
00302000002

0033000023010030031000000
03020001200022002000

0033000200030302033001000
00002000020022002020

1000101203300003301000303
20002000020

3000303201300003301000101
20002000020

1000101203300003301000300
20032000020

0003300200030032033010000
10122000020000002000

3000300201300003301000101
20032000020

3110110200300103300000330
00002000002

1130130203003000003000003
00002000200000002220

0333000231101120010000030
00030002000

0330300231110120001003000
00030000020

Case 2:

0100003200330000233030000
00020000200022020020

0300003200303000233010000
00020100220000020020

0300003020330002013030000
00002000020022002200

0300003200033000002300000
20003020000022000202 0020002000

0303000200301000230000020
03020300020000002220

0303000200303000230000020
03020100020000002220

0030000220033000233000020
01300000200020002020

0030000220003300020330300
20000000200020000200 0002022000

0030000220003303020330000
20000000200020000200 0022002000

0033000200003300200300302
20000000200002000020 0002202000

0333000200030032000010020
03002000020022000020

0103003003330000200000200
30020000200002022200

0310300003030000200000203
00022013000020002020

0310300000303003200000000
20300022000000200020 0202002000

0310300000303020300023010
20010002002

0330100000030332003000200
01022000020020000020

3130000000300020300120003
21300002020

0330010000033000200001223
00302000200020002000

3030010000033002003003200
00122000020002020000

1300300000003030220300002
00300002000000200200 0002022000

3300100000010102230000203
00002033000020000020

0033000203010030031000000
00002030020022020020

0033000023010030031000000
30020000200002022200

0033130030100303100000000
20012002020

0003300200030302033001000
10022000020000002020

0033000200030302013003000
00102000020022002000

3030000200010300033001000
30002010220020000020

0003300200130030033010000
10022000020000002200

0003003200330002031030000
00002010020022000020

3000300200130000033010000
10022003020000002200

3010303001300003301000100
20002000022

3030000200013000033010000
00302001220020002000

0113100233300020030000030
00010000022

0033300211310023000300000
00100000022

0010001200133003000323300
00002002020

0003003200013300000001223
30020000020002002000

0013003000013300003300200
00022000020002002200

0003003200031300000001223
30020000020002002000

0003003200030300201000223
30020000001002000020

0013003000031300003300200
00022000020002002200

0030001200133003000321300
00002002020

0031003000031300030300200
00002000220002002200

0031003000033100030300200
00002000220002002200

0130003000313001000023300
00002102002

Case 3:

0033000200031300030300200
00002000021002000220

0133000000030302000300020
30002000020020002220

0331000000030302000300020
30002000020020002220

3310000000103000000003203
00020300020020022020

0003030020003012003300201
00022000000002320000

0000330020000332003001200
01022300020020000000

3030000020000112000330201
30000000220002300000

0001100200033020301123300
20000000300

0011100200033020301123300
00000000300

0001300200011020303023300
20000000302

0003300200011020103023300
20000000302

0011100200030120330023030
00000000320

0011300200010120330023030
00000000320

0030300200001002200330023
01000003200000020020

0033000200131121010020300
00300000300
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